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a partnership with

The right method
to guarantee the
anthenticity of a
diploma
According to the French Ministry of Education and Research, up to 30% of
the resumes sent by candidates to the recruiting firms mention diplomas
« in an abusive or inaccurate way » in France. Indeed, if nothing prevents
a candidate from inflating his CV, falsifying a diploma has become a breeze
with some basic knowledge in image editing.
Graduation fraud is a reality
Until now, without the original diplomas, the best solution to bring
confidence on graduation was to apply for a « certified copy » to the
issuer – to enroll in a foreign university for example. But it is a tedious and
time-consuming process for each of the parties. Blockchain technology
now offers reliable and durable alternatives.
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How does it work?
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Why choose

?

Woleet provides a simple way to anchor data and signatures in the
blockchain. We provide a SaaS platform receiving data hashes (and not the
actual data, that should remain confidential) and link them to a Bitcoin
transaction publicly verifiable. Woleet platform can handle thousands
hashes per second and is able to link thousands of hashes to a single
transaction. With this Layer 2 technology, Woleet can bring entreprise
scale use cases to life that still benefit from the extreme immutability and
censorship resistance of the underlying blockchain : Bitcoin.

In 2017, IMT Atlantic offered its new graduates the
means to prove the authenticity of their diplomas to
recruiters using the Bitcoin blockchain
In 2017, IMT Atlantique first proposed to its students a certified digital
version of their diploma. In France, the first school that led the certification
of diplomas in a blockchain is the Ecole supérieure of Engineers Leonardode-Vinci (ESILV) in 2016.
Each graduate received, in addition to his paper diploma, a scanned version
of it accompanied by a certificate anchored in the Bitcoin blockchain.
To be anchored means the recording of the hash of the diploma in the
blockchain. This cryptographic transaction is stamped, proving that the
document existed well in the state at the date of the transaction. Thanks
to the partnership with the startup Woleet, specialized in the anchoring
of documents in the blockchain, and Digiposte - the group’s digital vault
solution - students will be able to communicate a digital version of their
diploma, offering their recruiters the means to verify that the document is
authentic and that it has been delivered by the school.
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